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Key Terms

1 Ratio
2 Quantity 
3 Express
4 Proportion
5 VAT

Y8 1A Maths 1.3 

Ratio of Three Quantities

If there are 4 red balls, 18 blue balls and 

26 green balls, then red balls:blue

balls:green balls 

=4:18:26 =2:9:13

If £180 if shared in the ratio 2:3:5:

2 + 3 + 5 = 10 

180 ÷ 10 = 18 

2 x 18 : 3 x 18 : 5 x 18 

=36: 54:90    = 2:3:5

If a:b = 2:5 and b:c = 3:7 

a:b = 2 x 3:5 x 3 = 6:15 

b:c = 3 x 5:7 x 5 = 15:35   

Therefore a:b:c = 6:15:35 Reverse Percentages

Knowing that n% of Q is equal to A, 

n% - A 

1% - A ÷ n 

100% - Q = (A÷n) x 100 

e.g. Carmen spends 75% of her income, £2880. 

75% - £2880 

1% - £2880 ÷ 75 = £38.40

Therefore, her salary is £3840 

Percentage of a Quantity

When an amount A is n% of a quantity Q, the percentage of the amount n% = 
𝐴

𝑄
× 100% and 

A = 𝑛%× 𝑄.

e.g. If there are 13 juniors in a club, the percentage of juniors = 
13

25
× 100% = 52%.

e.g. If the usual price of a watch is £260 and its sold at a 15% discount, the discount = 15% x 

£260 = 
15

100
× £260 = £39.

Comparing Two Quantities by Percentage

A quantity P expressed as a percentage of 

another quantity Q is 
𝑃

𝑄
× 100%.

e.g. The length of rod A is 50cm and the length 

of the rod B is 63cm. 

The length of B as a percentage of the length A 

= 
63

50
× 100% = 126%.

Maps and Scales

Map scale = length on map:actual length

E.g., if 4cm on a map represents 12km 

Map scale = 4cm:12km 

4cm: 12 x 1000m x 100cm

4cm: 1,200,000cm

1: 300, 000

E.g., If a map scale is 1:20, 000 and a street 

measures 3cm on the map, the actual length 

of the street is

20, 000 x 3 = 60, 000cm 

60, 000 ÷ 100m ÷ 1000km =6km

Calculating with Ratio

1) Apples : bananas = 2:3

There are 5 parts in total. 

5 parts represent 80. 

1 part represents 80 ÷ 5 = 16 

Number of apples = 2 parts 

= 2 x 16 = 32 

Number of bananas = 3 parts 

= 3 x 16 = 48 

2) The ratio of the number of red counters to the number of blue counters is 3:5. 

There are 8 more blue than red counters. 

2 parts represents 8. 

8 ÷ 2 = 4 Therefore 1 part represents 4 counters.

So there are 12 red and 20 blue counters.  

Properties of Ratio

Rod A is 24cm long. Rod B is 36cm long. The ratio of rod A to rod B is 

24:36. In its simplest for this is 2:3. (2:3 is not equal to 3:2)

The quantities in ratios can be fractions of decimals. 

E.g., 
2

3
:
5

6
=

4

6
:
5

6
= 4: 5

E.g., 2.4:3.2 = 3:4 

Quantities in a ratio must have the same units before simplification. E.g., 

20mins:1hour = 20mins:60mins = 1:3

80

A B

8



Key Terms

1 Equation
2 Linear
3 Simplify
4 Expression
5 Substitute

Y8 1B Maths 1.3 

Basic Algebraic Notation

In algebra, symbols are used to represent 

numbers. The signs +, -, X, ÷ and = all 

have the same meanings in both algebra 

and arithmetic. 

Add 𝑥 to 𝑦 = 𝑥 + 𝑦

Subtract 𝑥 from 𝑦 = 𝑦 − 𝑥

Multiply 𝑥 by 𝑦 = 𝑥𝑦

Divide 𝑥 by 𝑦 =
𝑥

𝑦

Proof

A proof is a sequence of logical 

reasoning to show a mathematical 

statement is true or false.

Algebraic Expressions

An algebraic expression involves numbers 

and letters that are connected with 

operations such as +, -, X, ÷ e.g 4𝑥 +

5𝑦 − 6𝑧

Substitution

You can substitute each variable in an algebraic 

expression with its value to evaluate the expression.  e.g

P = 3a when a = 2

= 3 x 2 = 6

4𝑥 + 5𝑦 − 6𝑧 when x = 8, 𝑦 = 4, 𝑧 = 5

= (4x8) + (5x4) – (6x5)

= 32 + 20 – 30 

= 22

Equation

An equation is of the form ′x = y′ where both x and y are 

algebraic expressions or numbers. The equal sign indicates 

both sides of the equation are equal. 

Equations involving Brackets

Expand the brackets using the distributive 

law. 

5(x -1) + 2(3x + 4) = 36

5x – 5 + 6x + 8 = 36

11x + 3 = 36

11x = 33, X = 3

Formulae

A formula is an equation 

relates two or more 

quantities e.g A = bh

Algebraic Expressions in the Real World

Let 𝑝 be a variable for a quantity in a 

situation. 

Then, some other quantities in the situation 

can be expressed in terms of p. E.g in the 

equation of m = d × 𝑣 , the value of m 

can be found when d and 𝑣 are known. 

Solving Linear Equations with One 

Variable

1) a – 3 = 6 (Add 3 to both sides) 

a – 3 + 3 = 6 + 3

a = 9 

2) b + 7 = 11 (subtract 7 from both sides) 

b + 7 – 7 = 11 – 7

b = 4

3) 
𝑐

5
= 6 (Multiply both sides by 5) 

𝑐

5
× 5 = 6 × 5

C = 30 

4) 4d = 20 (Divide both sides by 4)

4𝑑

4
=
20

4

d = 5



Y8 English  1.3 

Key Terms

1. Hierarchy 
2. Perspective 
3. Oppression 
4. Poetry 
5. Rhythm 

Why is it important to study The British 

Empire and the idea of cultural identity?

• It helps us to understand how people 

can see things from different 

perspectives.

• It teaches us how ideas about morality 

can change, with the passage of time.

• It helps us to see how our identity and 

self-image is shaped.

• It was a central element in shaping the 

modern world in which we live.

• It teaches us about our responsibilities 

to each other.

‘Voice for the Voiceless’ 
- a study of non-fiction and poems which show the effects of the British Empire -

The British Empire was made up of the colonies and other territories ruled or administered by the United 

Kingdom and, before that, England. The first English colony was Ireland, which was colonised in 1167. 

Between the late 16th and early 18th centuries, huge overseas possessions and trading posts were 

established and ruled by Great Britain. At its height, it was the largest empire in history and, for over a 

century, was the foremost global power. By 1913, the British Empire held influence over 412 million people, 

23% of the world population at the time, and by 1920, it covered 24% of the Earth's total land area. Today, 

little of it remains under British control.

• ‘Limbo’ by Edward Kamau Brathwaite.

• ‘Master’ by Benjamin Zephaniah.

• ‘Presents From My Aunts In Pakistan’ by 

Moniza Alvi.

• ‘Search For My Tongue’ by Sujata Bhatt.

• ‘Windrush Child’ by John Agard.

Writers’ Methods 

Poems we will be studying: 

What was The British Empire?  
Cultural identity 

Repetition: This is when words or phrases are repeated in a 

literary work. It is also often used in a speech, as a rhetorical 

device to bring attention to an idea.

Imagery: This is when language is used by poets, novelists and 

other writers to create images in the mind of the reader. 

Direct address: This is when a speaker / writer communicates a 

message directly to another individual or group of individuals.

Emotive language: Words used to put across or evoke an emotion 

in the mind of the reader.

Rhetorical question: This is a question that doesn’t require an 

answer from the audience or reader; it's just posed to make a 

point.

Hyperbole: This is another device that uses exaggeration to create 

dramatic effect.

Couplet: Stanza of 2 lines; often, a pair of rhymed lines.

Rhyme: Words that sound alike, especially words that end in the 

same sound.



Y8 Science 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Digestive System
2. Respiration
3. Nutrients
4. Energy
5. Gas exchange

Respiration is the release of energy from food.

Aerobic respiration means with oxygen and 

anaerobic respiration means without. 

Aerobic respiration:

glucose + oxygen → carbon dioxide + water

Anaerobic respiration:

glucose → lactic acid

Anaerobic respiration in plants:

glucose → ethanol + carbon dioxide

The energy released via respiration is used for:

- Growth

- Movement

- Heat

Food Reagent Result

Starch Iodine solution Yellow/brown to blue/black

Sugar Benedict’s Blue to brick red

Protein Biuret Blue to purple

Food tests

Respiration

Digestion

After we eat, our food passes through these organs in 
order: 

• Oesophagus
• Stomach
• Small intestine
• Large intestine. 

Food is digested in the mouth, stomach and small 
intestine. The small intestine will break down food from 
the stomach and absorbs many nutrients from the food. 

Digestive 
system

The lungs is also where gas exchange happens. 
This is where some of the oxygen that is inhaled 
will pass into the bloodstream. Carbon dioxide 
will pass out of the bloodstream to be breathed 
out. 

The oxygen that is passed into the bloodstream 
is used in respiration. 

Breathing

Breathing 
is how air 
gets in and 
out of your 
lungs. This 
is through 
the process 
of inhaling 
and 
exhaling.

Gas exchange

Bronchus

Bronchiole

Alveoli

Diaphragm 
Lungs

Trachea

Rib



Y8 Art 1.3

Key Words for this Half Term

1. Observational
2. Expressive
3. Communicate
4. Geometric
5. Abstract

Create an observational eye drawing. 

Once you have finished, try adding colours to 

the background.

Watch these clips to get an understanding of graffiti art

https://nowtoronto.com/news/interview-graffiti-artist-anser/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-7HPQhAWSg

http://www.streetartbio.com/about-eduardo-kobra-biography

http://benjamicblogstreetartvalencia1.blogspot.com/2018/05/c-h-i-

k-i-t-i-n.html

Use the two images to inspire your drawings. Create tone

by adding shade to aspects of the eye. Use a rubber to

create highlights.

You can also try this with pen and coloured pencils. Once

complete use the image below to create geometric graffiti

inspired designs around your eye.

When you have complete the eye,

use a mirror to produce an

observational drawing of the

face.

You can follow this YouTube clip

to help you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=cdSzAOgSuew

https://nowtoronto.com/news/interview-graffiti-artist-anser/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-7HPQhAWSg
http://www.streetartbio.com/about-eduardo-kobra-biography
http://benjamicblogstreetartvalencia1.blogspot.com/2018/05/c-h-i-k-i-t-i-n.html


Y8 Cooking and Nutrition1.3 

Key Terms

1. Nutrition 
2. Function
3. Balanced 
4. The Eatwell 

Guide
5. Obesity 

Useful websites: https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/the-eatwell-guide/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkVY08aqC28

What are the main dietary messages of the new Eatwell Guide?

• Eat at least 5 portions of a variety of fruit and vegetables every day.

• Base meals on potatoes, bread, rice, pasta or other starchy carbohydrates; choosing wholegrain versions where possible.

• Have some dairy or dairy alternatives (such as soya drinks); choosing lower fat and lower sugar options.

• Eat some beans, pulses, fish, eggs, meat and other proteins (including 2 portions of fish every week, one of which should be 
oily). 

• Choose unsaturated oils and spreads and eat in small amounts. 

• Drink 6-8 cups/glasses of fluid a day.

• If consuming foods and drinks high in fat, salt or sugar have these less often and in small amounts.

✓ Long hair must be tied back 

neatly. 

✓ No jewellery to be worn. 

✓ White aprons must be worn. 

✓ No nail polish or false nails.

✓ Hands must be washed 

with antibacterial soap and 

hot water. 

✓ Use the correct coloured 

chopping boards. 

✓ Always use equipment 

safely and correctly. 

✓ Ensure all food is cooked 

fully and to above 75C.

✓ Store raw and cooked 

foods separately. 

✓ Do not allow cross 

contamination to take 

place. 

Food Safety

Personal Safety

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/the-eatwell-guide/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkVY08aqC28


Y7 Computing 1.3 

Useful Websites:
https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/memory-sizes-gigabytes-terabytes-petabytes/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gI-qXk7XojA
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-intro-to-algebra/algebra-alternate-number-

bases/v/binary-addition

Data Sizes

Nibble
Byte

Kilobyte (KB)
Megabyte (MB)
Gigabyte (GB)
Terabyte (TB)

Key Terms

1. Binary
2. Logic Gates
3. Pixels
4. Network
5. Data Sizes 

Pixels
A pixel is one of the small dots or 

squares that make up an image on a 
computer screen.

Binary
Binary is a number system that only uses two 

digits: 1 and 0. All information that is processed by 
a computer is in the form of a sequence of 1s and 

0s.

https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/memory-sizes-gigabytes-terabytes-petabytes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gI-qXk7XojA
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-intro-to-algebra/algebra-alternate-number-bases/v/binary-addition


Y8 Geography 1.3 

Key Terms…

Biome – A community of plants 

and animals occupying a major 

habitat (e.g. rainforest)

Ecosystem – A biological 

community interacting with its 

natural environment

Tropical Rainforest – Large 

forest ecosystem (biome) that 

exist in the hot, wet climate 

found either side of the equator

Carbon Sinks – Places where 

carbon is stored over very long 

periods of time (e.g. rainforest)

Adaptation – Organisms 

changing in order to be better 

suited to its environment

Deforestation – The cutting 

down or burning of trees

Ecotourism – Tourism directed 

towards exotic, often 

threatened, natural 

environment with the aim to 

conserve and observe wildlife 

What are the features of the Tropical Rainforest? 

The tropical rainforest is a hot, moist biome found near Earth's 

equator. The world's largest tropical rainforests are in South America, 

Africa, and Southeast Asia. Tropical rainforests receive from 60 to 160 

inches of precipitation that is fairly evenly distributed throughout the 

year. The combination of constant warmth and abundant moisture 

makes the tropical rainforest a suitable environment for many plants 

and animals. How have plants adapted?

Drip tips – plants have a pointed tip to allow 

water to run off quickly to avoid fungal growth.

Buttress Roots – Shallow roots are spread over a 

wide area to give trees extra support.

How have plants adapted?

Camouflage – The sloth uses camouflage and 

moves slowly making it difficult to spot.

Strong Limbs – Spider monkey has strong limbs 

to move through the canopy.

How can the tropical rainforest be managed 

sustainably?

Ecotourism is to reduce the impact that tourism 

has on environments by ensuring the natural 

environment is not damaged and companies 

work with local people. 

Wildlife corridors involve connect one 

patch of healthy rainforest to another. 

Wildlife can use the corridors for migration.

What is the structure of the Tropical Rainforest?

Emergent Layer - The tallest trees and are usually over 50 metres tall. 

Canopy - The sea of leaves blocking out the sun from the lower layers. 

The canopy contains over 50% of the rainforest wildlife.

Under Canopy – Mainly contains bare tree trunks and lianas. Lianas 

are vines that climb the vegetation in a bid to reach sunlight. 

Forest Floor – Usually dark and damp. It contains a layer of rotting 

leaves and dead animals called litter.

What are the causes of deforestation?

Hydroelectric Power (HEP): Thousands of hectares of forest need to 

be cut down and flooded to create a reservoir in order to supply water 

for HEP.

Logging: Logging involves the deforestation of large areas of rainforest 

in order to produce timber to make a variety of items such as 

furniture.

Cattle Ranching: Large areas of the Amazon rainforest have been 

cleared to allow cattle to graze off the land – this is the biggest cause 

of deforestation.



Y8 History 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Legacy
2. Auction
3. Dehumanisation
4. Plantation
5. Slave

The Triangular Trade

The system in which slaves were traded across the world. Ships 

were loaded in England with goods such as guns, cloth, and salt. This 

was taken to Africa and traded for slaves. The ships then went on a 

two-month journey known as the Middle Passage to the Caribbean. 

Here the slaves were sold to work in the cotton plantations and 

farms. The ship was then loaded with sugar and cotton, to be taken 

back to England to be sold for huge profits.

The Middle Passage

The Middle Passage was the longest part of the journey for 

slaves from Africa to the Caribbean. They suffered through 

terrible conditions and many died during the journey. Slaves 

were packed into the ship in very tight quarters and laid down 

for most of the journey. They were only given little bits of 

food to keep them going and were severely punished should 

they disobey orders. Slaves were chained up for the entire 

journey, meaning that diseases spread quickly and easily from 

slave to slave. A lot threw themselves overboard in order to 

avoid their fate as a slave.

Slave Rebellion - The Underground Railroad.

The Underground Railroad grew during the 1800s.  'Free' 

slaves, both those who escaped and those who were set free, 

joined together to help other slaves escape.  It was a 

dangerous and illegal action, but it offered hope to those who 

had no other way of escape. The 'railroad' was a network of 

people who would escort escaped slaves to places of safety. 

The Underground Railroad was neither underground nor a 

railroad, but a secret network of safe houses and antislavery 

activists - black, white, and Native American - who helped 

slaves escape to freedom. Every home that welcomed 

runaways and every individual who offered food, clothing, or 

other assistance could be considered part of the railroad. 

Though never formally organised, tens of thousands of slaves, 

aided by more than 3,200 railroad ‘workers,’ escaped to the 

northern states.

Rebellions

Gabriel Prosser's Rebellion – 1800 

- Gabriel Prosser, a blacksmith, 

planned a major rebellion in 

Virginia. He recruited at least 1000 

slaves to their cause and built up a 

secret collection of weapons to 

help attack the state capital of 

Richmond.

Nat Turner's Revolt - August, 1831 -

Turner, a slave preacher, launched 

his rebellion by entering his 

owner's home and killing the entire 

family, except for a small infant. 

They moved from one farm to the 

next, killing all slave-owning whites 

they found. As they progressed, 

other slaves joined in the rebellion.

Life of a slave

Domestic vs Plantation - slaves fell into these two different 

types. Domestic slaves were butlers, cooks and maids, who 

had to look after the plantation owner, his family and his 

house. Plantation slaves were those who worked 18-hour 

days on the plantations growing cotton and tobacco. 

Domestic slaves were usually treated better than plantation 

slaves, they were given better food and were clothed.

Accommodation – slaves lived in wooden shacks with mud 

floors, with up to as many as fifteen people sharing one 

room. There was no furniture and old rags would be used 

to make beds.

Family – Slaves had no legal protection, therefore marriages 

and families could be broken up lawfully by their owners. 

Many used this as a threat to control slave behaviour. 32% 

of slave marriages were dissolved by masters selling slaves 

away from the family home.



Y8 Life Studies 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Emergency 
2. Bystander
3. Casualties
4. Breathing 
5. Circulation

Definition of First Aid

Help given to a sick or injured person until full medical treatment is 

available”

“…provision of initial care for an illness or injury”

Roles of A First Aider

A first aider has various roles and responsibilities. They should:

● Manage the incident and ensure the continuing safety of 

themselves, bystanders and the casualty

● Assess casualties and find out the nature & cause of their 

injuries

● Arrange for further medical help or other emergency services to 

attend (e.g: the fire service)

● If trained, prioritise casualties based upon medical need

● Provide appropriate first aid treatment as trained

● If able, make notes/observations of casualties

● Fill out any paperwork as required

Recognition of choking

Difficulty in breathing.

There may also be:

• Congested face initially (Red and Flushed)

• Grey-blue skin later

• Distressed signs from the casualty who may point to the throat or grasp the neck

• Flaring of nostrils speaking

How To Deal With Major Bleeding

• 1. Put pressure directly on the wound to stop the bleeding. Wear first-aid gloves if 

possible.

• 2. Raise the injured limb above the level of the heart.

• 3. Lay the casualty down.

• 4. Apply a dressing to the wound.

• 5. Treat the casualty for shock (Raise both legs if possible)

Calling For Help

In many first aid situations, help from the 

emergency services may be required.

Ensure you know which number to 

call!

● United Kingdom: 999

● United States: 911

D.R.A.B.C.

Danger

Response

Airway

Breathing

Circulation



The three jewels The three poisons

The three jewels are ideals or perfections 
within Buddhism. Buddhists take refuge in the 
Three Jewels. 
• Buddha 
• Dharma (Teachings)
• Sangha (spiritual community)

The three jewels are seen as a ‘Refuge’ not 
because they will help us to escape life and its 
difficulties, but because their example and 
teachings represent practical and reliable 
responses to our sorrows in the face of life. 

Greed (pig):  Buddhists believe that wanting 
too much is wrong. If people live their life 
wanting more and more they become selfish 
and only think of themselves. 

Hatred (snake): Hate stops people living their 
lives – they become obsessed with what they 
hate and want to spoil it. 

Ignorance (rooster): This means not to know 
what you should do and it means to be 
unaware of the things that are important.

Buddhists argue that the three poisons lead 
to all inequality in the world. 

Y8 RWP 1.3 

Key Terms
Enlightenment

Poisons

Prophet

Samsara

Nirvana

The Four Noble Truths:
1: Suffering happens all the time in our lives, sometimes we don’t even realise it. Happiness is just temporary
for us, we are never happy for very long. 
2. The second noble truth is that suffering has a cause. Buddha said that the real cause of all suffering was 
desire or wanting something. (3 poisons)
3. The third noble truth says that you can avoid suffering and reach a point where you never suffer and you 
have an everlasting happiness. This is called Nirvana.
4. The 4th Noble truth is instructions on how to avoid suffering. It says that you need to avoid the two 
extremes. Siddhartha avoided the extremes of having too much (as a prince) and having not enough (as a holy 
man in the forest) by finding balance between them. He called this the middle way. It is a bit like balancing a 
seesaw.

Refuge: 

At difficult times in their lives, 
people sometimes look for refuge - a 
place or a person who helps them 
make sense of things which aren't 
easy to make sense of.

Precept An example

1. Refrain from taking life
Not killing any living being. For Buddhists, this includes animals, so 
many Buddhists choose to be vegetarian.

2. Refrain from taking what is not given Not stealing from anyone.

3. Refrain from the misuse of the senses
Not having too much sensual pleasure. For example, not looking at 
people in a lustful way or committing adultery.

4. Refrain from wrong speech Not lying or gossiping about other people.

5. Refrain from intoxicants that cloud the mind
Not drinking alcohol or taking drugs, as these do not help you to 
think clearly.



Y8 PE 1.2 

Careers
(Research these!)

Rules

Regulations

Tactics

Skills

Analysis

Decision Making

Careers in Sport/Activity

Problem Solving

Fitness/Well Being/Health Head
(What you think/know) Hands

(What you do)

Technique

Fitness

Tactics

Skills

Control

Fluency

Precision

Fundamental Movements

Netball

Football

Rugby

Hockey

Trampolining

French Boules

Athletics

Badminton

Volleyball

Short Tennis

Table Tennis

Gaelic Football

Aussie Rules

Gymnastics

Softball

Rounders

Teamwork

Communication

Leadership

Resilience

Effort

Attitude

Motivation

Respect

Mr Mugan

Miss Rae

Mr Mayor

Miss Threlfall

Mrs Lowe

Your PE Teachers

Key Questions to Answer
How can you develop Head, Heart and Hands in PE?

What do you know about the careers in PE?

Name all of the PE teachers

What are the rules of each sport/activity in PE?

Name some of the concepts that we have studied in each sport so far

How does Head, Heart, Hands link your learning over the year?

Heart
(How you act)

Activities/Sports
(Research these!)

Key Terms

Motivation

Resilience

Fundamental

Analysis

Well Being
• Physiotherapist

• Personal Trainer

• Nutritionist



Y8 Performing Arts 1.2 

Key Terms

1. Cannon
2. Unison
3. Notation
4. Blues
5. Expression

● Skills
● Styles
● Techniques
● Analysis
● Creativity
● Problem Solving
● Well Being
● Careers in Performing Arts

Head
(What you think/know)

Miss Rose

Mrs Lowe

Miss Tonge

Your PArts Teachers

Hands

(What you do)

Activities/Sports

(Research these!)

Heart

(How you act)

● Teamwork

● Communication

● Leadership

● Respect

● Resilience

● Effort

● Motivation

● Attitude

● Confidence

● Reggae

● Blues

● African

● Carribean

● Band Music

● Chinese

● HAKA

● Ballroom

● Street

● Capoeira

● Musicals

● Street

● Break

● Jazz

● Technique
● Skills
● Expression
● Control
● Fluency
● Precision
● Rhythm

Key Questions to Answer

1. How can you develop Head, Heart and Hands in PArts?

2. What do you know about the careers in PArts?
3. Name all of the PArts teachers
4. Name some of the concepts that we have studied so far
5. How does Head, Heart, Hands link your learning over the year?

Careers
(Research these!)

● Actor
● Performing Arts/Music Teacher
● Comedian



Y8 French 1.3 

Food opinions P.A.N.D.A Festivals Food and drink 

C’est It is Je préfère I prefer les fêtes Festivals/celebrations Je mange I eat 

Savoureux tasty J’aime I like Se passe Take place Je bois I drink 

Délicieux delicious Je n’aime pas I don’t like En août In August Du poulet Chicken

sucré sweet Je déteste I hate En décembre In December Des fruits de mer Seafood

Amer bitter J’adore I love En avril In April Du gâteau Cake

Fade tasteless P.E.C.P.C Noël Christmas Des légumes Vegetables

dégoûtant disgusting Parce que because Pâques Easter Des 

champignons

Mushrooms

Shopping Étant donné que because La Saint Sylvestre New Year’s Eve Des petits pois Peas

Les magasins shops Car because La Fête Nationale Bastille Day Des fruits Fruit

J’achète I buy Puisque because On mange We/they eat Des fraises Strawberries

J’ai acheté I bought Comme because On boit We/they drink Du fromage Cheese

Des vêtements clothes Time phrases & quantifiers On s’habille We/they dress Du pain Bread

Une robe A dress très very En famille With family Du riz Rice

Une jupe A skirt assez quite Avec les copains With friends Des chips Crisps

Une chemise A shirt vraiment really Les feux d’artifice Fireworks Des frites Chips

Un tee-shirt A t-shirt  quelquefois sometimes La Tour Eiffel The Eiffel Tower Des oeufs Eggs

Des baskets Trainers toujours always J’ai fêté I celebrated Du vin Wine

Un nouveau 

portable 

A new 

phone

le weekend 

dernier

Last weekend J’ai mangé I ate Du lait Milk

En ligne Online un peu A little J’ai bu I drank Une crêpe A pancake 

C’était It was 

Don’t learn it until you know it, but keep going until you can’t get it wrong!

Key terms

Learn even more vocabulary by creating an account with either memrise or duolingo!



Y8 German 1.3 

Basic verbs Opinions Other useful vocab Tenses
Ich spiele I play Ich mag I like Meine Familie my family Ich habe…gespielt I played…
Ich höre I listen to/hear Ich mag … nicht I don’t like Meine Freunde my friends Ich habe…gehort I listened to…

Ich benutze I use Ich liebe I love Mutter / Mutti mother / mum Ich habe … gesungen I sang…
Ich mache I do/make Ich hasse I hate Vater / Vati father / dad Ich habe…gelesen I read…

Ich besuche I visit Ich finde…gut I “find”…good Groβmutter grandmother Ich habe…besucht I visited…
Ich fahre I travel/ride …ist gut …is good Groβvater granddad Ich bin… gefahren I travelled…
Ich gehe I go Whack ‘em in words Kino cinema Ich bin…gegangen I went…

Ich singe I sing und and Schwimmen swimming Er hat… gespielt He played…

Ich chatte I chat auch also Reiten horse riding Sie ist…gegangen She went…

Ich lese I read oder or Bücher books Es war… It was…

Ich esse I eat aber but mit dem Bus by bus Ich werde…spielen I will play…

Ich trinke I drink dazu in addition Hund dog Ich werde…gehen I will go…

Talking about other people Waterfall words Katze cat Sie wird…besuchen She will visit…

Er spielt He plays weil because Kaninchen rabbit Es wird…sein It will be…

Sie spielt She plays obwohl although Mein Lieblings… my fave Using Verb 2nd

Er singt He sings wenn if/when Bartwurst fried sausage It sounds nice to start with the time phrase. 
Remember to keep the verb 2nd.

Manchmal gehe ich schwimmen.
Sie singt She sings wo where Pommes chips

Wir machen We do / make dass that Eis ice cream

Wir lesen We read Time phrases wichtig important

Sie fahren They travel ständig all the time lustig funny Using Waterfall words

Sie gehen They go immer always böse nasty Remember to put the verb at the end after weil
and obwohl

, weil er nett ist

,obwohl es langweilig ist.

manchmal sometimes spannend exciting

oft often nett nice

nie never langweilig boring

Don’t learn it until you know it, but keep going until you can’t get it wrong!

Key terms

Learn even more vocabulary by creating an account with either memrise or duolingo!


